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New KIRK DECT Handset Increases Flexibility
The introduction of Kirk's new Z3020 DECT cordless handset provides customers
with greater flexibility to tailor a DECT cordless solution to match their exact needs.
The new Z3020 joins Kirk's 2 existing handsets, the top of the range Z3040 and the
Vibra II. It complements the Kirk range by offering a phone that boasts the same
levels of quality performance, but at a significantly reduced cost.
It shares a number of common features with the highly successful Z3040, on which it
is based. These include:
·
·
·
·

Excellent sound quality and superior range performance
Compact size and weight (only 121g)
Same battery performance of 10 hours talk / 90 hours standby
Sharing of accessories such as chargers, cases, belt clips and batteries

The Z3020 boasts a number of other key features, including:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Single line LCD display
Display of incoming caller's number for calls from another Kirk handset
Adjustable handset volume, ring volume and programmable ring tones
LED indication of incoming calls and unanswered calls
R (recall) key for access to PABX services
10 number memory

Being GAP compatible, the Z3020 can also be used on other cordless systems that
conform to the DECT/GAP standard.
Savings of up to 30% compared with the other Kirk handsets have been achieved by
removing some of the features found on the Z3040 and Vibra II, which are not
prerequisites for all applications, such as headset jack, vibration ringer and support
for SMS text messaging.
Wavelink Communications (http://www.wavelink.com.au/) specialises in the supply,
marketing and support of a range of leading edge digital wireless telephone systems
and associated products that provide cost effective business solutions to Australian
organisations. With offices established in Sydney, Melbourne and Perth, Wavelink
are able to have a local presence covering the bulk of the Australian market.
Wavelink is the exclusive Australian distributor for a range of products from Kirk
telecom A/S (Denmark http://www.kirktelecom.dk/) and Hagenuk GmbH (Germany
http://www.hagenuk.de/).
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